Paddock Spraying & Maintenance
We offer a paddock spraying and
maintenance service to farmers,
livery stables, stud farms and horse
owners to rid their paddocks of
noxious weeds such as ragwort,
dock, nettle, thistle etc. We use a
state of the art computerised quad
bike system with a 6m boom. The
very low ground pressure tyres leave
less marks than a human foot so
ground damage is eliminated and we
can treat areas that conventional
sprayers cannot. The bike only needs 48 inches of access so narrow gates and
gardens are no problem. We can spray any area from half an acre upwards. We
also offer fertilising and chain harrowing to improve existing paddocks or do a full reseeding job if required.
You can find more information on Ragwort, Japanese Knotweed, Giant Hogweed and
the herbicides we use to control on our Useful Documents page at
www.millwardforestry.co.uk
Bracken spraying
Bracken is an invasive and poisonous plant. It can quickly colonise and take over
land if not controlled. Each year we spray around 600 acres for a range of clients
including The Ministry of Defence and The National Trust. We have specialised in
bracken spraying for many years and were probably the first company to start using
mistblowers for bracken control. We can also spray with a quad bike if ground
conditions permit. Mistblowers ensure excellent canopy penetration and we have
achieved great results with them. The herbicide of choice is Asulox or Brack-N.
(Different manufacturers, same product) It is a very specific herbicide affecting only
Bracken and Docks and so can be applied where Bracken is taking over new tree
planting or heathland areas. We guarantee an 80% success rate with bracken
spraying although follow up spraying the next season may be required where
Bracken density is very high. Bracken has a very small window of opportunity for
spraying, generally from the beginning of July to mid August. If you are planning to
carry out bracken control please book it in early as we get very busy during this
period.
You can find more information on the herbicide we use to control bracken on our
Useful Documents page at www.millwardforestry.co.uk
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